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Strategic Development Plan 

2021-2024 
 

This strategic development plan includes general information on World Archery Americas’ 

mission, vision, values, a brief history and current status, as well as the goals we have set for 

the 2021-2024 period and the tasks to achieve them.   We are certain that this document will 

be continuously enriched by the contributions of our Member Associations, Council and 

Permanent Committees. 

 

Mission: 
World Archery Americas is the continental association leading the sport of archery in the 

Americas. It is meant to work towards empowering its member associations to design and 

implement plans to achieve high levels of performance at continental and whole-world 

championships and games, as well as towards making archery a sport accessible to everyone 

in our member associations.  

 

Vision: 
A future where archery is seen as a popular sport in the Americas and where athletes from 

most of our member associations excel at major international events. 

 

Values:  
Integrity: World Archery Americas is a respected organization, with a clearly worded 

Constitution to abide by.  We showcase transparency in our administration and financial 

management.   

 

Inclusiveness:  Archery is a sport for everyone. We have age categories allowing the 

participation of very young archers as well as people over 50 years of age.  There is no age 

limit for archers to represent their countries at international events.   

 

Archery includes events for men and women, and mixed events. At the Pan American and 

Parapan American Games, the number of quota places allocated is the same for each gender.  

Archery includes special categories at para events, with very few changes in their rules as 

compared with the rules used by able-bodied archers.  Para archers can compete at 

conventional events alongside able-bodied archers. 

 

Teamwork: World Archery Americas believes in the importance of coordinating efforts with 

our Member Associations, athletes, coaches, judges, and officials to work together to 

promote the positive benefits of our sport. 

 

Education: World Archery Americas believes in the educational role our sport plays not only 

in the technical aspects, but in its life-long impact on the personality of our archers, coaches, 

and officials. 
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Sportsmanship: Archery is a discipline that exhibits and observes qualities that are highly 

regarded in sports: generosity, courtesy, pride, ethics, solidarity, and fair play.  

 

Brief history and current status: 
 

World Archery Americas was founded under the name of Pan American Archery 

Confederation in 1979.  Its first Constitution was approved by the delegates of our Member 

Associations attending a meeting in Long Beach, California, in 1983.  At this meeting, the 

Pan American Archery Confederation accepted to have its name abbreviated as 

COPANARCO. 

 

COPANARCO was accepted as a FITA Continental Association in 1995, and thereafter we 

have been involved in the qualification processes for the Olympic Games.  The abbreviated 

name of the Confederation was later changed to COPARCO.  The name was changed to 

World Archery Americas in 2014.  WAA is a Continental Association affiliated to World 

Archery, whom we recognize as the sole international governing body of archery around the 

globe. 

 

Archery has been part of the Pan American Games for as long as the Pan American Archery 

Confederation has existed.  It is also present in the program of the South American Games, 

the Central American and Caribbean Games, and the Bolivarian Games. 

 

Our Presidents have been Clayton Shenk (USA), Rolando del Rey (CUB), José Manuel 

Trujillo (VEN), Don Rabska (USA), Bertha Jiménez (MEX), Ernesto Díaz-Bazán (ESA), 

Gloria Rosa (PUR), and María Emma Gaviria (COL). 

 

Our current Constitution was passed by the 2014 General Assembly held in Rosario, 

Argentina.  This document covers important areas like official name, status, goals, 

administration, membership, affiliation, internal organization, officials, the General 

Assembly, Council, the Executive Committee, the permanent committees, ad-hoc 

committees, finances, official languages, and championships, among other subjects.  The 

2020 General Assembly approved several motions to the Constitution to improve our 

management and administration. 

 

World Archery Americas is a highly respected continental organization recognized by World 

Archery, Pan Am Sports, the Americas Paralympic Committee, ODESUR, Centro Caribe 

Sports, ODEBO, and our member associations. 

 

As of October 2020, our Member Associations are the National Archery Federations or 

Associations of Argentina, Bahamas, Barbados, Bermuda, Bolivia, Brazil, Canada, Chile, 

Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, the Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, the Falkland 

Islands, Guatemala, Guyana, Haiti, Honduras, the Virgin Islands (US), the Virgin Islands 

(UK), Mexico, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Puerto Rico, St. Kitts and Nevis, Surinam, Trinidad 

& Tobago, Uruguay, the United States, and Venezuela.  
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St. Vincent and the Grenadines holds a temporary membership till their affiliation to World 

Archery is officially accepted by Congress in September 2021.  Martinique and Guadeloupe 

are our two Associate Members.  

 

 

Time frame of the Strategic Plan 
 

This strategic plan has been designed to cover the 2021-2024 period.  

 

Focus Areas: 
 

The following focus areas have been identified as the strategic targets of our plan. 

1. Governance 

2. Membership Services 

3. Development (Grassroot and Elite performance) 

4. Para Archery 

5. Partnership 

6. Promotional Activity 

 

1. Governance 
 

1.1 Self-assessment of the current situation 

Strengths / Opportunities 

a) World Archery Americas has an equipped office with all the conditions for the 

Secretary General to work at, and with room for small meetings and for occasional 

staff if needed. 

b) The WAA Constitution is a meticulously designed document, whose articles can be 

modified by the General Assembly if necessary. 

c) The Constitution is respected to the letter by WAA Officials, Staff, and Member 

Associations. 

d) The meeting constraints imposed by COVID-19 in 2020 have allowed discovering 

valuable opportunities offered by technology to meet remotely.  

e) Communication from the WAA office to our Member Associations is frequent and 

fluent. 

f) The Executive Committee knows the specific situation of each member association. 

g) Reports on governance-related matters are submitted to our General Assemblies. 

h) WA has appointed a Strategic Development Project consultant to the Americas. 

i) World Archery and World Archery Americas are apolitical organizations. 
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Areas where improvement is needed: 

a) The cost of holding annual face-to-face sessions of the General Assembly is high.  

Alternatives to reduce frequency must be considered. 

b) WAA Member Associations do not generally become involved in proposing motions 

to the Constitution or other proposals. 

c) As of October 2020, the percentage of female Council and Committee Members is 

33%. 

d) Not all the permanent committees and their members carry out specific activities 

though their terms of reference are described in the Constitution.   

e) WAA officials holding positions in some permanent committees do not completely 

suffice in terms of number.  The constitutionally established regional representation 

of the Vice Presidents is sometimes a limiting factor.   

f) Not all our Member Associations are active; nor do all of them have and use a 

Strategic Development Plan. 

 

1.2 Goals to be achieved by 2024 

 

1.2.1 To have a Constitution that is a working document for WAA officials, staff, and 

Member Associations and that is updated with proposals submitted by all 

stakeholders. 

1.2.2 To have at Constitution level and to implement a system that may allow frequent 

meetings with our Member Associations using means other than face-to-face 

meetings.  

1.2.3 To achieve 45% in the number of female officials holding different positions in World 

Archery Americas (Council and Committees). 

1.2.4 To get all our Permanent Committees and their members to have a role to play.  

1.2.5 To have the necessary number of committee members where an increase may be 

required, and to achieve a one-continent perception of World Archery Americas 

rather than the addition of separate regions when electing vice presidents. 

1.2.6 To achieve 100% in the number of Member Associations which are active and have 

a Strategic Development Plan. 

 

1.3 Projected tasks to achieve these goals 

 

1.3.1 Revision of the Constitution  

1.3.1.1 Specific Objectives: To identify inconsistencies between different articles, and 

between the English and Spanish versions.   

1.3.1.2 Participants: Legal Matters and Rules Committee  

1.3.1.3 Task completion timeframe: February 28, 2021; and February 28, 2023 

1.3.1.4 Expected result: A proof-read document 

1.3.1.5 Way to measure goal achievement: Reports to the Executive Committee. 
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1.3.1.6 Follow-up: Publication of the revised version of the Constitution if the changes are 

only editorial.  Submission of a list of possible motions if needed. 

 

 

1.3.2 Annual online meetings with National Federations 

1.3.2.1 Specific Objectives: To exchange information with our national federations on 

matters pertaining to administration, events, development, etc. These meetings will 

be mainly informative and will not be General Assemblies. There shall be at least one 

every year, with one session in English and one in Spanish. 

1.3.2.2 Participants: The Executive Committee, Member Associations, Council and 

Committee Members.   

1.3.2.3 Task completion timeframe:  Every year from 2021 to 2024.   

1.3.2.4 Expected result: Better informed Member Associations 

1.3.2.5 Way to measure goal achievement: Assessment of Member Association’s level of 

information and functionality based on their compliance with requisites, information 

supply, etc. 

1.3.2.6 Follow-up: If the assessment made of some MA’s achievement of the goal is not 

satisfactory, follow-up meetings may need to be scheduled to address specific areas. 

 

1.3.3 Meetings to encourage the nomination of suitable female candidates for WAA 

positions. 

1.3.3.1 Specific Objectives: To get suitable female candidates nominated by their national 

federations to run for positions in World Archery Americas.   

1.3.3.2 Participants: Designated WAA Council or Committee members, National Federation 

officials, potential female candidates for positions.  

1.3.3.3 Task completion timeframe: Two meetings, one sometime in the last three months of 

2021 to get candidates nominated for the 2022 elections; and one sometime in the last 

three months of 2023 to get candidates nominated for the 2024 elections. 

1.3.3.4 Expected results: The nomination of enough female candidates who are suitable for 

the positions they will be running for. 

1.3.3.5 Way to measure goal achievement: Enough female candidates nominated for 

positions, and their election due to their expertise and suitability for these positions. 

1.3.3.6 Follow-up: Continuous preparation of new candidates for future elections. 

 

1.3.4 Revision and re-design of Permanent Committees’ terms of reference 

1.3.4.1 Specific Objectives: To decide whether all the committees are necessary, or if some 

of their roles need to be redesigned so they can better contribute to the ultimate goals 

of World Archery Americas. 

1.3.4.2 Participants: The Executive Committee to decide which committees need to be 

revised; the Legal Matters and Rules Committee and each Committee under revision. 
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1.3.4.3 Task completion timeframe: March – June 2021.  New revision in 2023 considering 

new possible circumstances. 

1.3.4.4 Expected results: a new design of the terms of reference of each Committee.  The 

decision of whether some committees are not necessary, and that some new ones need 

to be added to the Constitution. 

1.3.4.5 Way to measure goal achievement: Reports of the Legal Matter and Rules Committee. 

1.3.4.6 Follow-up: New instructions to existing committee.  Motion proposals to modify the 

Constitution accordingly. 

 

1.3.5 Revision of the number of members in Committees that may require more, and 

of the regional composition of our vice-presidencies. 

1.3.5.1 Specific Objectives: To identify committees which, due to their workload, may 

require more than three members.  To achieve a wholistic approach to the election of 

our vice-presidents.  

1.3.5.2 Participants: The Executive Committee, Council, Permanent Committee Chairmen. 

1.3.5.3 Task completion timeframe: July-August 2021 

1.3.5.4 Expected results: Identification of the Committees that may require more members, 

and a new approach to the requirements to elect our vice-presidents. 

1.3.5.5 Way to measure goal achievement: Report of the Executive Committee to Council 

1.3.5.6 Follow-up:  Provisional appointment of additional committee members as task-force 

members, and motion to increase number of members to be passed at the 2022 

General Assembly.  A motion to modify the structure of article 10 (or 11 if a motion 

on the First Vice Presidents passes in 2020) in the Constitution regarding vice 

presidents. 

 

1.3.6 Seminar with member associations which do not have a strategic plan and those 

which would like to improve or update theirs. 

1.3.6.1 Specific Objectives: To equip our member associations with the tools to design, 

implement and assess their own strategic plans. 

1.3.6.2 Participants: WA Consultant for the Americas, Member Associations, and Council 

and Committee members.   

1.3.6.3 Task completion timeframe: February 2021, November 2021, Abril 2022, November 

2022 

1.3.6.4 Expected results:  Member associations with all necessary knowledge to design, 

implement and assess their own strategic plans.  50 percent of the national federations 

with a strategic plan in August 2021, 75 percent in February 2022, and 100 percent 

in November 2022. 

1.3.6.5 Way to measure goal achievement: Drafts of MA’s strategic plans submitted to the 

Consultant for review.  Final versions of the plans submitted to World Archery. 
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1.3.6.6 Follow up: Continuous advisory assistance to national federations in the process of 

designing their strategies, and in the process of assessing progress and making 

necessary adjustments. 

 

1.3.7 Assessment of Member Association activity based on a set of activity requisites 

1.3.7.1 Specific Objective: To identify member associations which are not active. To assist 

Member Associations that may so require to increase their activity.  

1.3.7.2 Participants: The Executive Committee and the Development Committee 

1.3.7.3 Task completion timeframe: November 2021, November 2022, November 2023 

1.3.7.4 Expected results: a list of inactive member associations and a plan to help increase 

their activity or to propose their loss of WA membership. 

1.3.7.5 Way to measure goal achievement: report of the parties involved. 

1.3.7.6 Follow up: Assistance to the MAs involved, or proposal to WA that they should lose 

their membership. 

 

2. Membership Services 

 

2.1 Self-Assessment of the current situation 

Strengths and opportunities: 

a) World Archery Americas has its own Coach Training and Evaluation System. 

b) World Archery Americas has knowledgeable and skilful experts in several areas who 

can contribute their expertise to the whole continent. 

c) World Archery Americas has the technological resources to store and provide 

information to our members. 

d) World Archery Americas has a long tradition regarding fluent communication with 

its member associations by different means. 

e) World Archery Americas is aware of the importance of offering services to its 

member associations 

Areas where improvement is needed: 

a) Not all national federations are aware of the services they can receive from World 

Archery Americas. 

b) The level of information of some national federation officials and staff is still limited. 

c) Recognition to volunteers who have contributed their time and efforts to the 

development of archery in our continent is still insufficient. 

d) Online access to various sources of information needs to be arranged to facilitate 

download by the member associations. 

 

2.2 Goals to be achieved by 2024 

2.2.1 To have a system in place that allows a two-way flow of information on areas that 

require permanent or occasional attention. 
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2.2.2 To have an easily accessible information source for all member associations to 

download documents, videos, photos, and other resources they can use to support 

their development at national level. 

2.2.3 To have a system to educate coaches and one to educate judges at national level which 

can be used by the national federations that do not have their own. 

2.2.4 To have a system in place that describes the requisites to recognize outstanding 

volunteers and to confer the relevant awards accordingly. 

 

2.3 Projected tasks to achieve these goals: 

 

2.3.1 Online meetings with national federations to discuss specific topics that call for 

immediate attention. 

2.3.1.1 Specific Objective: to provide specific information on how to proceed about certain 

topics either suggested by WAA or by the Member Associations themselves. 

2.3.1.2 Participants:  Designated WAA officials, Member Associations 

2.3.1.3 Task completion timeframe: at least once every two months, or whenever a specific 

topic needs to be urgently addressed.  

2.3.1.4 Expected result: better informed member associations 

2.3.1.5 Way to measure goal achievement:  assessment of specific task completion  

2.3.1.6 Follow up: separate meetings with specific MA’s if necessary. 

 

2.3.2 Resource compilation, cloud storage and access facilitation 

2.3.2.1 Specific Objective:  To make data and other types of resources available to our 

national federations.  These resources must include official documents, technical 

information for coaches and archers, event results, records, videos, photos, 

instructional power point presentations, etc. 

2.3.2.2 Participants: The Secretary General, the Permanent Committees, and other designated 

or volunteer individuals. 

2.3.2.3 Task completion timeframe: First stage by June 2021.  Constant update. 

2.3.2.4 Expected result: a comprehensive and dependable source of information which is 

easy to access. 

2.3.2.5 Way to measure goal achievement:  Survey applied to MA´s regarding the usefulness 

of the resources. 

2.3.2.6 Follow up: Continuous updates. 

 

2.3.3 Revision and update of current WAA´s systems to train national level coaches 

and judges 

2.3.3.1 Specific Objective: to provide our Member Associations with the syllabus to train 

coaches and national judges. 

2.3.3.2 Participants: Judges Committee, Development Committee and other appointed or 

volunteer individuals. 
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2.3.3.3 Task completion timeframe: May in 2021, 2022 and 2023 for the Coach Training 

System; December in 2021 and 2023 for the National Judge Training Syllabus. 

2.3.3.4 Expected result: Use of both syllabuses by the Member Associations which do not 

have their own. 

2.3.3.5 Way to measure goal achievement:  Survey 

2.3.3.6 Follow up: updates whenever needed. 

 

2.3.4 Design of a system to confer awards to individuals or institutions for their 

outstanding contribution to archery in the Americas. 

2.3.4.1 Specific Objective: to establish the set of requisites to decide whether an individual 

deserves to be recognized and the procedure to confer such recognition.   

2.3.4.2 Participants: The Legal Matters and Rules Committee, the Judges´ Committee, the 

Athletes’ Committee and Council.  Proposal to be approved by Council. 

2.3.4.3 Task completion timeframe: November 2021 and November 2023 proposal 

submission to Council for approval.  Awards to be conferred at the General 

Assemblies or other suitable opportunities.  

2.3.4.4 Expected result: A system to confer awards and recognitions. 

2.3.4.5 Way to measure goal achievement: Proposal from the appointed committees to 

council. 

2.3.4.6 Follow up: recognitions to be awarded accordingly. 

 

3. Development (Grass Root and Elite Performance) 

 

3.1 Self-assessment of the current situation 

Strengths and opportunities 

a) There are several WA certified Level 1 Coach trainers in the Americas. 

b) There are several other experienced coaches who are willing to contribute their 

knowledge and time to assisting developing national associations. 

c) World Archery Americas has a collection of recorded lectures which can be made 

available to national federations for their local use while training their coaches. 

d) World Archery Americas has held three issues of the Caribbean Development 

Championships for beginners and developmental categories.  The rules for these 

events have recently been updated. 

e) Several newer national federations are interested in undertaking tasks to develop at 

the grass-root level. 

f) Several national federations have already undertaken solid development programs 

and have achieved important results. 

g) World Archery Americas knows the procedures to assist our national federations in 

applying for Olympic Solidarity funding through their National Olympic 

Committees. 
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h) World Archery Americas enjoys the benefits of equipment donations from Hoyt and 

Easton which are allocated to developing federations which have set specific goals 

and have started to take serious actions towards their achievement. 

i) World Archery Americas currently has enough International and continental judges 

to officiate at our Games, Championships and World Ranking Event.  Their level of 

performance is quite high. 

Areas where improvement is needed 

a) Not many national federations have experts who can conduct national level coaching 

seminars, nor do they have training resources to do so. 

b) Participation in the Caribbean Development Championships increased considerably 

in 2019, but still needs to rise more. 

c) Equipment for beginners is still a major issue in some of our emerging national 

federations. 

d) Some of the smaller national federations need to focus on how to start up and in which 

direction to move forward, mainly regarding attracting and keeping young people in 

the sport of archery. 

e) Only 13 national federations (out of 32) achieved the Minimum Qualification Score 

for the Tokyo Olympics (605 points) in the recurve women category at World 

Ranking Events in 2019.  Five of them with only one archer. 

f) Only 15 national federations (out of 32) achieved the Minimum Qualification Score 

for the Tokyo Olympics (640 points) in the recurve men category at World Ranking 

Events in 2019.  Five of them with only one archer. 

g) Only 12 national federations (out of 32) achieved a score of 685 points or higher in 

the compound men category at World Ranking Events in 2019.  Three of them with 

only one archer. 

h) Only 13 national federations (out of 32) achieved a score of 670 points or higher in 

the compound women category at World Ranking Events in 2019.  Six of them with 

only one archer.  Only four countries achieved 690 or higher. 

i) The number of archers who will qualify for the Tokyo Olympics will most likely be 

lower than the number of archers qualified by the Americas for Rio 2016. 

j) 50% of our national federations (16) do not have an international or a continental 

judge.  

 

3.2 Goals to be achieved by 2024. 

3.2.1 To reach a status in which 80 percent of our national federations have designed or 

adopted and implemented a coach training system to develop the sport from the grass-

root levels, resulting from a conscious understanding of where to focus and how to 

move forward. 

3.2.2 To gradually reach a level of participation at international events in both genders of 

85 percent of the Federations that have not competed at a World Ranking Event in 

2018 and 2019. 
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3.2.3 To achieve a level of participation in the Caribbean Development Championships of 

100% of our Member Associations in the English-Speaking Caribbean in at least one 

of the Championships held in 2023 and 2024.   

3.2.4 To achieve the minimum scores of 640 (RM), 605 (RW), 685 (CM) and 670 (CW) in 

each of these categories in at least 18 of our Member Associations by 2023 and 20 by 

2024. 

3.2.5 To achieve a total of at least 25 archers qualified for the Paris 2024 Olympic Games. 

This number is the same as those qualified for Rio, but Brazil received 6 spots as the 

host country then. 

3.2.6 To have an international or continental judge in at least 20 national federations by 

2023 and 22 by 2024. 

3.2.7 To have beginner-level instructors in all national federations.  These instructors must 

have been trained by national federations with programs to educate them, or by a 

WAA approved system. 

 

3.3 Projected tasks to achieve these goals 

 

3.3.1 Meetings with National Federations to discuss their coach training systems and 

their implementation 

3.3.1.1 Specific objectives: To make sure each national federation has their own system or is 

using the one designed and suggested by World Archery Americas.  To create an 

awareness of the importance of having a coach training system which must be tailored 

to each country’s specific situation.  To get the national federations to commit 

themselves to this important task. 

3.3.1.2 Participants: Development Committee, national federations, designated coaches and 

experts.   The meetings may involve more than one federation at the same time or 

may be held separately with each country. 

3.3.1.3 Task completion timeframe: February to June 2021 for the first round of meetings.  

Follow-up meetings and program revisions may extend to October 2021.   

3.3.1.4 Expected result: each national federation having and implementing a coach training 

program by 2024.  (60% in 2022, 80% in 2023). 

3.3.1.5 Way to measure goal achievement: Verification of the existence of a coach training 

system (either WAA’s or a locally customized one).    

3.3.1.6 Follow up:  verification of plan implementation 

 

3.3.2 Coordination meetings with national federations which have not often competed 

internationally to discuss their participation in WRE´s in 2023 and 2024, and 

with the organizers to facilitate their participation. 

3.3.2.1 Specific objectives: to facilitate the participation of newer federations in international 

events. 
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3.3.2.2 Participants:  Secretary General, Member Associations, Development Committee, 

and organizers of World Ranking Events or other international events. 

3.3.2.3 Task completion timeframe: January-March 2022; January-March 2023; January-

March 2024. 

3.3.2.4 Expected results: 85% of national federations competing internationally in 2023 and 

2024. 

3.3.2.5 Way to measure goal achievement: Verification of results lists 

3.3.2.6 Follow up: interface with national federations to make their participation sustainable 

thereafter. 

 

3.3.3 Coordination meetings with national federations and organizers to facilitate the 

participation of 100% of the member associations in the English-Speaking 

Caribbean in the Caribbean Development Championships in 2023 and 2024.   

3.3.3.1 Specific Objectives: To facilitate participation. 

3.3.3.2 Participants: Executive Committee, national federations involved, Development 

Committee, Championship organizers. 

3.3.3.3 Task completion timeframe:  Starting four months before the start of each CDC.  

Though the goal is expected to be achieved by 2023 and 2024, this task must be 

started in 2021 to gradually increase the number of countries. 

3.3.3.4 Expected results: 100% participation in 2023 – 2024. 

3.3.3.5 Ways to measure goal achievement: verification of results lists 

3.3.3.6 Follow up:  continuous after each event to encourage higher participation the 

following year, and with higher levels of performance. 

 

3.3.4 Technical assistance and training camps with archers who can potentially 

achieve the desired scores and their coaches.  This assistance and training camps 

can be conducted locally or at joint camps organized by WAA with the support 

of various partners. 

3.3.4.1 Specific Objectives: to raise the level of performance of archers in national 

federations which have not achieved the desired scores, as well as in others where the 

number of archers having shot these scores is minimum. 

3.3.4.2 Participants: Development Committee and other Ad-Hoc Committees; national 

federations, partners (World Archery, Pan Am Sports, etc.). 

3.3.4.3 Task completion timeframe:  Continuously since 2021 till 2024. 

3.3.4.4 Expected results: 18 member associations having shot the targeted scores by 2023; 

and 20 by 2024. 

3.3.4.5 Ways to measure goal achievement:  verification of results lists of international or 

WA registered national tournaments. 

3.3.4.6 Follow up:  to provide further assistance to specific archers who have shot the scores 

and require some additional support. 
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3.3.5 Technical assistance and training camps with archers who can potentially win 

spots for the 2024 Olympic Games and their coaches.  This assistance and 

training camps can be conducted locally or at joint camps organized by WAA 

with the support of various partners.  This assistance may include coordination 

with their NOCs and with Olympic Solidarity (Via World Archery) for these 

archers to benefit from OS scholarships. 

3.3.5.1 Specific objectives: to raise the level of preparation of archers who can potentially 

win spots for the Olympic Games in the different qualifiers. 

3.3.5.2 Participants: Development Committee, Athletes’ Committee, National Federations, 

and partners. 

3.3.5.3 Task completion timeframe: Starting as soon as Olympic Solidarity programs towards 

Paris 2024 are announced. 

3.3.5.4 Expected results: 25 archers from the Americas qualified for Paris 2024. 

3.3.5.5 Ways to measure goal achievement: results of preparatory events, and of the 

qualifiers. 

3.3.5.6 Follow up:  Once the archers have qualified, all efforts must focus on ensuring their 

best possible results at the Games. 

 

3.3.6 Support to preparation at national and continental level of potential participants 

at continental judge seminars by means of online lectures, e-learning programs, 

individual mentoring, and other means. 

3.3.6.1 Specific Objectives: To get potential seminar participants better prepared for the 

continental seminars and the exams administered there. 

3.3.6.2 Participants: WAA Judges Committee, national federations, potential seminar 

participants. 

3.3.6.3 Task completion timeframe:  October 2021; October 2022; October 2023; October 

2024. 

3.3.6.4 Expected results: Accreditation of continental judges from 20 Member Associations 

in 2023, and 22 MAs in 2024. 

3.3.6.5 Way to measure goal achievement:  Exam results and review of the WAA Judges’ 

list. 

3.3.6.6 Follow up: Appointment of the new continental judges to WAA events to ensure 

further professional development. 

 

3.3.7 Education of beginner-level instructors by means of training systems designed 

by each national federation or by World Archery Americas. 

3.3.7.1 Specific Objective: To train beginner-level instructors by means of online or on-site 

seminars using programs designed by each national federation or by WAA. 
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3.3.7.2 Participants: WA-certified coach trainers and other experts to design the system to 

educate these instructors.  Candidates to be registered by national federations. 

3.3.7.3 Task completion framework:  WAA system to be designed by June 2021.  First 

version of the course to be implemented in the second half of 2021.  Second version 

to be conducted in the first half of 2023. 

3.3.7.4 Expected results: To have at least two beginner-level instructors certified using the 

the WAA system in each national federation which does not have their own training 

system by July 2023.  

3.3.7.5 Ways to measure goal achievement.  Results of the two seminars (2021 and 2023). 

3.3.7.6 Follow up: Encouraging these instructors to take Level 1 coaching seminars. 

 

4. Para Archery 

 

4.1 Self-assessment of the current situation 

Strengths and opportunities 

• Three national federations have a sustainable development in para archery with 

international archers in most of the categories. 

• World Archery Americas has been working on sensitizing our member associations 

about the need to develop para archery in our continent by means of lectures, 

publications in the monthly bulletin, seminars, etc. 

• Our relationships with IPC via World Archery have substantially improved in the last 

few months. 

• There are strong possibilities that archery will return to the Parapan Am Games in 

Santiago in 2023. 

• The Online Archery Cup of the Americas has featured online broadcast of matches 

involving para archers, and this has added to the motivation of new potential archers 

along the continent. 

• There are world class experts in para archery coaching and classification in our 

continent 

• World Archery Americas has a Para-Archery Committee. 

Areas where improvement is needed 

• There is para archery activity in only twelve national federations in the Americas. 

• Not all National Federations have taken serious steps to start developing para archery. 

• The women’s categories and the W1 in both genders show little participation at 

international events.  This will be an issue to overcome as we prepare for Santiago 

2023, and Paris 2024. 

• We have only three international classifiers in the Americas. 

• There is little participation in the VI categories (visually impaired) with no 

specialized coaches. 

• Lack of equipment sometimes has a negative impact on the development of these 

categories. 
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4.2 Goals to be achieved by 2024 

 

4.2.1 To reach a minimum of 15 national federations active in para-archery by 2022, and 

18 by 2024. 

4.2.2 To showcase a wonderful archery event at the Parapan American Games in 2023, 

with enough archers in all the categories to allow the Games to be a qualifier for the 

Paris 2024 Paralympic Games. 

4.2.3 To reach a minimum of 8 classifiers in the Americas including international 

classifiers, international classifier candidates, and national classifiers from at least 5 

countries by 2024. 

 

4.3 Projected tasks to achieve these goals 

 

4.3.1 Assistance to our national federations regarding how to recruit people with 

disabilities to turn them into archers; and how to improve the quality of the 

coaching provided to these archers, by means of seminars, lectures, meetings 

with federation officials, coaches, archers, and with the National Paralympic 

Committees.  The assistance to NFs should include making information available 

on field of play accessibility, statistics on para archery participation, directory 

of experienced para-archery coaches, as well as donations or preferential prices 

to purchase initiation equipment. 

4.3.1.1 Specific Objectives: to turn our federations into better prepared sports bodies to 

organize para-archery and to provide technical assistance to their archers.  To have 

twelve archers in each open category and six in the W1 categories competing at the 

Santiago 2023 Parapan Am Games. 

4.3.1.2 Participants: Para Archery Committee, designated experts, national federations. 

4.3.1.3 Task completion timeframe: January 2021 – June 2024. 

4.3.1.4 Expected results: national federations executing a para-archery development 

program.  Enough archers and countries in all the categories in Santiago 2023. 

4.3.1.5 Ways to measure goal achievement: Plan submission, reports on para-archery 

national events, international participation. 

4.3.1.6 Follow up: continuous assistance. 

 

4.3.2 Coordination meetings with the organizers and visits to the Santiago 2023 

Parapan American Games venue so that the conditions for the archery event are 

optimal. 

4.3.2.1 Specific objective:  To ensure a wonderful para archery event in Santiago 2023. 

4.3.2.2 Participants:  Technical Delegate, Chilean Archery Federation, Santiago 2023 

organizing committee, Para Archery Committee. 

4.3.2.3 Task completion timeframe: As soon as the inclusion announcement in Santiago 2023 

is made and until the Games. 
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4.3.2.4 Expected results:  A great archery tournament. 

4.3.2.5 Ways to measure goal achievement: event assessment provided by organizers, media, 

World Archery, archers, etc. 

4.3.2.6 Follow up: design of an updated plan for the 2027 Parapan Am Games. 

 

4.3.3 Seminars directed to training national classifiers in the Americas, and to prepare 

them for international seminars. 

4.3.3.1 Specific Objectives: To have 8 national classifiers (NC) qualified from five different 

countries by 2024 with enough experience to succeed at international classifiers’ 

seminars.  To increase the number of international classifiers (IC) and international 

classifier candidates (ICC) from the Americas to 6 by 2024. 

4.3.3.2 Participants:  Para Archery Committee, designated classifiers, national federations, 

eligible professionals to become classifiers. 

4.3.3.3 Task completion timeframe: 1 national classifiers’ seminar in 2021, and an 

international classifiers seminar to be requested for the Americas in 2022 or the first 

half of 2023. 

4.3.3.4 Expected results:  4 international classifiers (IC) and another 2 international classifier 

candidates (ICC) certified by WA from at least five different countries in 2024. 

4.3.3.5 Ways to measure goal achievement: results of the international classification seminar. 

4.3.3.6 Follow up: New national classifiers’ seminars; requests that our international 

classifiers be appointed for Para WRE in the Americas. 

 

5. Partnership 

 

5.1 Self-assessment and current situation 

Strengths and opportunities 

• Excellent relationships with World Archery and Pan Am Sports 

• A history of continuous sponsorship received from Easton and Hoyt in terms of 

equipment donations as well as financial support to our Online Archery Cup of the 

Americas. 

• World Archery Americas’ prestige before the Organizing Committees of Continental 

and Regional Games. 

Areas where improvement is needed 

• World Archery Americas still relies financially only on the support received from 

World Archery, and some small contributions from Pan Am Sports and on account 

of affiliation of our Associate Members.  World Archery Americas does not receive 

any other sources of funding to implement its goals. 

• Our working relationships with regional organizations like Centro Caribe Sports, 

ODESUR, ODEBO and the Americas Paralympic Committee need to improve 

further. 
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• Our list of sponsors is limited to the contribution received from Easton and Hoyt. 

 

5.2 Goals to be achieved by 2024. 

 

5.2.1 To have sources of income not limited to World Archery. 

5.2.2 To achieve a higher level of two-way communication with Centro Caribe Sports, 

ODESUR, ODEBO and the Americas Paralympic Committee. 

5.2.3 To have at least two new sponsors by 2024. 

 

5.3 Projected tasks to achieve these goals:  

 

5.3.1 Appointment of an Ad-Hoc Committee to design a strategy to obtain other 

sources of incomes and sponsorship for World Archery Americas, which could 

be used to implement our development plans. 

5.3.1.1 Specific Objective: To have and implement a plan to obtain other sources of income 

and sponsorship for World Archery Americas. 

5.3.1.2 Participants: The President, Council, the Finance and Audit Board, the Legal Matters 

and Rules Committee, the designated ah-hoc committee members. 

5.3.1.3 Task completion timeframe: Committee appointment in January 2021.  Strategy 

design May 2021.  Strategy implementation from June 2021 till March 2024. 

5.3.1.4 Expected results: a strategy to attract other sources of incomes and sponsorship (May 

2021), and at least two new sources of incomes and two new sponsors functioning by 

March 2024. 

5.3.1.5 Ways to measure goal achievement: report of the Ad-Hoc Committee in May 2021, 

effectiveness of the strategy by the inclusion of at least two new sources of incomes 

and two new sponsors. 

5.3.1.6 Follow up: Strategy extension for the four-year period after 2024. 

 

5.3.2 An increase in our flow of communication with the Regional Sports 

organizations.  This task will include adding these organizations to our mailing 

list for the official bulletins; to invite them to be represented at our General 

Assemblies, World Ranking and Para World Ranking Events; among other 

ways to strengthen our relationships. 

5.3.2.1 Specific Objective: To let the work World Archery Americas does be better known 

by the Regional Organizations, so that WAA and archery as a sport can be included 

in these regional organizations’ development plans and events. 

5.3.2.2 Participants: President, Secretary General, Vice Presidents, Communication officer, 

other designated officials. 

5.3.2.3 Task completion timeframe:  Continuous after the 2020 General Assembly. 

5.3.2.4 Expected results:  Better communication with these sports organizations.  Inclusion 

in the regional organizations’ development plans. 

5.3.2.5 Ways to measure goal achievement: frequency of communication exchange. 
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5.3.2.6 Follow up:  task to be included in the 2025-2028 plan. 

 

6. Promotional activity 

 

6.1 Self-assessment and current situation 

Strengths and opportunities 

• World Archery Americas has its own website and facebook page. 

• The Facebook broadcast of the Online Archery Cup of the Americas  

• World Archery Americas has had a communications manager in the last few months.  

She has kept our website and Facebook page updated and attractive.    

Areas where improvement is needed 

• Media promotion of international and national events is insufficient. 

• According to the information provided by the member association in the latest survey, 

very few national federations have a communications or media person in charge of 

promoting the sport and liaising with local and international media. 

• Media promotion by channels other than World Archery Americas’ own. 

6.2 Goals to be achieved by 2024 

6.2.1 To have communication officers in at least 90% of the National Federations by 2024.  

These officers should be able to coordinate archery promotion in their countries.  75% 

by 2022. 

6.2.2 To use World Archery Americas social media opportunities to attract people to the 

sport of archery. 

6.2.3 To achieve higher standards of international events promotion both by the organizers 

and by World Archery Americas.    

6.2.4 To hold strong bonds of cooperation with media around the continent to increase 

archery’s visibility. 

 

6.3 Projected tasks to achieve these goals: 

 

6.3.1 Coordination with Member Associations to appoint and train their own 

communication officers. 

6.3.1.1 Specific Objective:  To get communication officers appointed and trained so they can 

devise archery-promotion strategies in their own countries and can also cooperate 

with World Archery Americas. 

6.3.1.2 Participants: WAA Communications manager, national federations, MA’s designated 

communication officers, other experts. 

6.3.1.3 Task completion timeframe: January – March 2021: contact with national federations 

for them to appoint people to be trained to become archery communication officers.  

April 2021 – November 2021: training of MA-appointed communication officers. 
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6.3.1.4 Expected results: trained communication officers who can manage and coordinate 

communications to promote the sport of archery in their own countries. 

6.3.1.5 Ways to measure goal achievement: visibility of social media and media coverage, 

and news released by each national federation concerned. 

6.3.1.6 Follow up:  continuous mentoring.   Process to be repeated with new federations and 

new communication officers in 2023. 

 

6.3.2 Design and implementation of a monthly structure of news to be published on 

the WAA website and other forms of social media to include: profiles of archery 

icons in the continent, archery for beginners, news on major international 

events, overviews given by successful WRE organizers, visibility of our sponsors, 

interviews, etc. 

6.3.2.1 Specific objective:  to provide as much visibility and promotion as possible using a 

variety of channels and types of promotional outputs. 

6.3.2.2 Participants: WAA Communication manager, MA’s communication officers, other 

designated experts. 

6.3.2.3 Task completion framework: January-February 2021: Design of the monthly 

structure; March 2021 – March 2024 implementation of the structure with the 

cooperation of our MA’s communication officers. 

6.3.2.4 Expected results: a structured plan to promote archery by means of WAA media and 

social media channels. 

6.3.2.5 Ways to measure goal achievement: Monitoring the WAA social media and their 

statistics. 

6.3.2.6 Follow up:  continuous assessment and restructuring when necessary. 

 

6.3.3 Coordination with World Ranking Event organizers in the Americas and their 

local media to release news and videos on the events to reach both national and 

continental viewers.  This is a requisite set by World Archery which needs to be 

closely observed. 

6.3.3.1 Specific Objective: to ensure media promotion of World Archery Americas events 

meeting the standards set by World Archery for World Ranking Events. 

6.3.3.2 Participants: WAA communications manager, WRE organizers, and communication 

officers at national federation level. 

6.3.3.3 Task completion timeframe: Coordination to start 4 months before each World 

Ranking Event.   

6.3.3.4 Expected results: Wide coverage of World Ranking Events 

6.3.3.5 Ways to measure goal achievement: Monitoring the WAA and LOC social media and 

external media coverage. 

6.3.3.6 Follow up: assessment of what worked and what did not to redesign for future events. 

 

6.3.4 Exploring cooperation bonds with international media channels in the Americas 

to reach broadcasting agreements.  This task is to be coordinated by the WAA 
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Communication manager in conjunction with an ad-hoc committee to be 

appointed to this end. 

6.3.4.1 Specific Objectives: to be able to get archery events broadcast by important media 

channels in the continent. 

6.3.4.2 Participants: WAA Communication manager, and an Ad-Hoc Committee. 

6.3.4.3 Task completion timeframe: Ad-Hoc Committee appointment: January 2021.  Design 

of cooperation plan February – April 2021.  Plan execution: rest of 2021.   

6.3.4.4 Expected results: cooperation agreements with media channels. 

6.3.4.5 Ways to measure goal achievement: Number of agreements and their executions 

6.3.4.6 Follow up:  Continuous search for new agreements. 

 

 

 

 

Continuous plan assessment 

 

The World Archery Americas Secretary General will devise a work schedule in which all the 

tasks will be included in chronological order.  In coordination with the Development 

Committee, the Secretary General will make sure all tasks start as planned and will collect 

all the data associated with systematic task assessment. 

 

The Secretary General will prepare goal achievement reports in June and December every 

year and will submit them to Council for analysis. 

 


